**Title of Programme**

Master of Studies in Classical Hebrew Studies

**Brief note about nature of change:** Addition of Ugaritic to optional papers available

**Effective date**

For students starting from MT 2017

For first examination from 2017-18

**Location of change**

In *Examination Regulations* online, Master of Studies in Classical Hebrew Studies ([http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/mosiclasshebrstud/](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/mosiclasshebrstud/))

**Detail of change**

1.7 Units (iii) and (iv) Two of the following:

1.8 (1) Classical Hebrew Language;

1.9 (2) The principles and practice of textual criticism;

1.10 (3) North-west Semitic epigraphy;

1.11 (4) Aramaic;

1.12 (5) Dead Sea Scrolls;

(6) Ugaritic;

1.13 (6Z) Any other subject approved by the Board.

**Explanatory Notes**

As part of a Student Assessment Review, and approved by the Faculty Board, a new option has been added to the MSt in Classical Hebrew Studies under units (iii) and (iv). The faculty started offering the subject in 2015-16, under the provision of ‘Any other subject approved by the Board’, due to new teaching resources becoming available. This change formalizes the availability of the option.